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August 1, 2005

Ms. Sherre Ritenour
Transit Services Unit Manager
Public Works/Transit
P.O. Box 1575, MC450
Colorado Springs, Colorado 80901-1575

Re: ADA Accessibility of the FREX Service (FTA Grant Nos . CO-90X140-00 and
CO-03-0173-00)

Dear Ms. Ritenour:

This letter concerns the above referenced Federal Transit Administration (FTA) grants
awarded to the City of Colorado Springs (the City) for the Front Range Express
(FREX) demonstration project. FTA Grant No. CO-90-X149-00, awarded on April 8,
2004, included a condition of award citing 49 CFR Section 37.77 from the Department
of Transportation's (DOT) regulations on the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990,
42 U.S.C. Sections 12101 et seq . (the ADA). Section 37.77 sets forth requirements
applicable to DOT-funded purchases of buses used for a "demand responsive system
for the general public." FTA Grant No . CO-03-0173-00, awarded on December 20,
2004, provided additional funds for the FREX service and carried forward certain
terms In the previous award, including the reference to 49 CFR Section 37 .77 .

Upon further review of this matter, we realize that the reference to Section 37 .77 in
these grant agreements was misplaced . Because FREX constitutes a fixed route
commuter operation, Section 37.77 did not apply to the purchase of FREX buses,

As you know, the FTA grant agreements refer to FREX "commuter" service In several
places, and we agree with that characterization despite the mistaken references to
Section 37 .77. Section 37.3 of the DOT's ADA regulation defines "commuter bus
service" as "fixed route bus service, characterized by service predominantly in one
direction during peak periods, limited stops, use of multi-ride tickets, and routes of
extended length, usually between the central business district and outlying suburbs ."
(Italics added.) The City's FREX service falls within this definition .

I have reviewed the May 16, 2005 letter from the City's counsel to FTA, explaining the
City's position that FREX constitutes demand responsive service for purposes of
Section 37.77. The City states that because FREX has some demand responsive
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features, it qualifies as a demand responsive system under the regulation . Section
37.77, however, applies to the "purchase or lease of new non-rail vehicles by public
entities operating a demand responsive system for the general public." (Italics added,)
The demand responsive features identified by FREX do not apply to the "general
public," but only to people with disabilities . A member of the general public seeking a
ride on FREX presents himself at a bus stop and walks aboard the next arriving
vehicle. An Individual in a wheelchair must take the additional step of using a
telephone to request an accessible vehicle well in advance, or take his chances that
the next arriving vehicle will be one of the FREX buses equipped with wheelchair lifts.'

Indeed, all of the examples of demand responsive features described in the City's
letter Involve measures designed to counteract the fact that FREX does not operate
only accessible buses . As an example, the City points to the following feature as
demand responsive: "If a passenger in a wheelchair cannot board a FREX bus
because it does not have a wheelchair lift, the bus driver contacts the dispatcher, who
determines the most expeditious means by which an accessible vehicle can be sent to
transport the said passenger ." We do not agree that a fixed route system that falls to
operate only accessible buses may institute demand responsive corrective measures -
- made necessary by the system's very failure to operate accessible buses as required
under DOT regulations - and then claim it operates a demand responsive system .

Therefore, the DOT regulations within 49 CFR Part 37 applicable to fixed route
commuter transit apply to FREX . In particular, I draw your attention to the vehicle
acquisition requirements for new and used fixed route vehicles in 49 CFR Sections
37.71 and 37.73, respectively. FTA will make Administrative Amendments to Grant
Nos. CO-90-X140-00 and CO-03-0173-00 to clarify the terms of the grants .

Please note that I have consulted with FTA's Acting Chief Counsel on this matter.
This letter reflects not only my conclusion as Regional Administrator, but also the legal
determination of the Acting Chief Counsel, concerning the nature of FREX service .

We understand that the City already has taken steps to procure additional accessible
buses for the FREX service . We very much appreciate FREX's unqualified
commitment to comply with the requirements of the ADA and to working cooperatively
with FTA. FTA will offer any guidance and technical' assistance we can to help the
City dispose of the remaining non-accessible vehicles and procure accessible
replacements . However, the City needs to take immediate steps to ensure that all
vehicles used in the FREX service meet accessibility requirements . Possible
measures include the use of traditional transit vehicles from the City's spare ratio
rather than over-the-road coaches, or reducing the scope of the FREX service to only
utilize the accessible vehicles . As for the FTA funds spent to date by the City on

t

	

Section 37.3 of Appendix D to the Dors ADA regulations describes the distinction
between fixed route and demand responsive systems : "in making this determination, one of the key factors
to be considered is whether the individual, in order to use the service, must request the service, typically by
making a call . With fixed route service, no action by the individual is needed to initiate public transportation .
If an individual is at a bus stop at the time the bus is scheduled to appear, then that individual will be able to
access the transportation system . With demand-responsive service, an additional step must be taken by
the individual before he or she can ride the bus, i .e ., the individual must make a telephone call ."
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inaccessible buses, FTA Is prepared to transfer the Federal interest in those buses to
accessible FREX buses to avoid any unnecessary disruption in FREX service .

Please advise me of the City's plan to achieve compliance with DOT's requirements
and of how we may be of assistance to you .

Sincerely,

	

_

Lee O. Waddleton
Regional Administrator
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